THE CHICK STORY

Materials

- Scissors (1 pair per student)
- Colors
- Pencil
- Stapler
- Egg and chick patterns, copied onto construction paper

DIRECTIONS

Directions:
Tell students they will imagine they are a chick hatching from an egg.

On the lines included on the egg pattern, have students write a story about what they saw, felt and did before and after hatching (Figure 1). Students then will cut out their egg story on the bold lines.

Now have students color the chick on their chick pattern and cut it out, following the bold line marked by arrows. Students may leave a tab at the top of the chick to make inserting/removing the chick easier. Have students staple the front and back of their egg pattern at the points indicated by dashes (Figure 2), then insert their colored chick pull-out (Figure 3).
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1. Staple your egg front and egg back together at the points indicated. Insert your colored chick cutout.

**NOTE:** You may wish to make a paper tab to help you pull the chick out.
1. Color your chick.
2. Cut it out on the bold line marked by arrows.
CHICK STORY EGG FRONT PATTERN

1. Imagine you are a chick hatching from the egg. On the lines provided, write a story about what you saw, felt and did before and after hatching.

2. Cut out your egg story on the bold lines.